Ben Loves To Fish on Boat and Land

Ben loves to fish. Most of the time, he fishes on land. He stands on the bank of a creek, pond, or lake and casts his line about ten feet from where he stands. He will spend the day looking for the best spots to cast his line. A good spot is where fish are biting and also where there is good shade when it gets hot.

Ben’s friend Tim has a fishing boat and loves to fish too. Often, Tim will invite Ben to fish with him on his boat. This means that Ben can bait his line and drop it deep into the lake where some kinds of fish stay. There is no shade and it gets hot. Ben and Tim bring sunscreen and hats.

Ben and Tim pack snacks and drinks. They will often pick a spot on the lake and wait quite a while to see if the fish will come. They do not move the boat much because splashing and movement scare the fish away. They do not even talk a lot.
Ben likes spending time with Tim and fishing with him on his boat. But, when it comes to the fun of fishing, Ben still likes fishing on land the most.